Expressions pour les débats et les discussions
Afin d'avoir une discussion fluide, il est conseillé d'utiliser des expressions pour enrichir la
conversation. Voici quelques exemples d'expressions que vous pouvez utiliser :
Questions
Do you believe in...? / Do you think that...? / Would you consider...? / Are you against...? /
Are you for or against...? / Would you prefer...? /Would you rather...? / What do you think
of…? / Don't they...? / Don't you think it's better to...? /Don't you understand that?
Delaying Strategies
I can't answer that directly. / I'll need time to think about that. / That's a very interesting
question, because... / That's a difficult question to answer, because... / What do you mean by
that?
Asking someone information
I'd like to know (more) about… / I'm interested in… / Could you tell me...? / Could I ask
about...? / Do you know if...? / Do you know what...is?
Presenting arguments
The main thing is... / The most important thing is... / Primarily / Most importantly / First of all
/ Firstly,… / Well, firstly… / To begin with... / Secondly... / There are two problems here…
Adding an argument
Also, / Again, that depends on... / In addition,... / What's more... / I might add that... /
Perhaps I should also mention...
Giving your opinion on a topic
In my opinion... / In my point of view... / I strongly believe in... / I definitely think that... /
Well, I think... /It's a nonsense to... /It's perfect for... / It's wrong... / Obviously... / Surely...
Agreeing
Exactly / Precisely / Totally / You're right / That's so true / That's exactly what I think / That's
a good point / I'll say / Well, yes, but... / Yes, I agree up to a point, however... / I guess you
could be right but... / I'd agree with you if...

Disagreeing
I don't think so / I disagree / I'm afraid I can't agree / Rubbish [fam.] / That's ridiculous / That
isn't the point / I'm not so certain
Interrupting
Sorry, but... / May I ask a question? / I'd like to say something about that / Hold on a second
Conclusion
To make a long story short / So in short... / So you see... / So, finally... / In the end... / To
conclude... / To sum up... / To summarize... / In brief...
Soliciting feedback
Right? / You know? / Are you with me / Okay so far?
Explanations
Let's see... / Let me put it this way / This is what I want to say / Here's what you need to
know
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